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BOXLIGHT Presents the CP-775i:
The Ultimate Multi-Purpose Projector that Conquers

Large or Small Jobs Effortlessly

Packed full of great features and practical options, this super-bright XGA projector
rises to any occasion

Poulsbo, Washington—Who said conference room projectors had to be large and bulky?
BOXLIGHT’s new CP-775i proves that a lightweight projector can play with the big
boys—and outshine them every step of the way!

The CP-775i has integrated 2500 ANSI lumens into a compact, 9.9-pound unit.  Also
included is a lamp-saving optional economy mode that runs 2000 ANSI lumens when
less brightness is needed.  This multi-purpose projector can light up large conference
rooms and project presentations that are bright and clear every time.

True 1024 x 768 XGA resolution (compressed 1280 x 1024 SXGA) brings your images
to life.  Projected details are crisp and brilliant right from the computer, while SXGA
resolution makes the CP-775i workstation compatible.  These future-ready features
ensure this projector will grow with upcoming technology trends and will be a trusted
presentation companion for many years to come.

The CP-775i manages to incorporate many features into its streamlined case, including
picture in picture, which is easily accessible from the remote.  The customizable start-up
screen helps to promote your company by displaying the logo on the start-up of the
projector—because a good presentation begins with a great first impression.

Make your presentation stand out with the CP-775i’s multiple audio, video, and
computer inputs, which allows you to take advantage of an extensive selection of multi-
media devices to motivate the audience to action.  And the optional whisper mode
activation takes the audible noise from 40 dB to 36 dB, allowing the presentation—not
the noise—to steal the show.

By using the HDTV-compatible CP-775i, presentations can benefit from the sharpest
television signals and images broadcast today.  This unit has both horizontal and vertical
digital keystone adjustment, so creating a square image on the screen in virtually any
environment is simple with just the touch of a button.  Rounding out a long list of
features on the CP-775i is an included remote control, digital zoom imaging, and a



manual zoom lens, which allows for ease of use when presenting in variable room
conditions.

Feature-filled and multi-talented, the CP-775i is truly a versatile conference room
projector.  Ultra bright and ready for the future, this unit is workstation and presenter
friendly.  And at less than 10 pounds, the CP-775i can easily be moved from room to
room while still providing large conference room presentations with brilliant lighting and
clarity.

All BOXLIGHT projectors are backed by a 15-day money back guarantee, two-year parts and
labor warranty and a 120-day lamp guarantee. In addition, BOXLIGHT offers lifetime 24-hour
technical support with all its branded products, and a 30-day upgrade policy to ensure that
each product sold precisely fits the needs of the customer. The company guarantees that its
rigorously tested products are the finest made anywhere in the world.

BOXLIGHT sells display and projection technology under it’s own brand of BOXLIGHT

Certified™ equipment, as well as the most innovative, high quality products from trusted
brands such as InFocus, Hitachi, Sony, Proxima and Epson.

BOXLIGHT, in partnership with American Express Equipment Finance, also offers a
convenient Web-based leasing program with low monthly payments, flexible terms and
purchase options. With fast online credit approval, a leased unit can be shipped out the same
day.

BOXLIGHT is one of the world’s leading distributors of digital presentation equipment,
presentation development services and training. With humble origins in a basement in 1985,
BOXLIGHT operations have expanded to encompass sales in the United States, Canada and
worldwide. The company has been listed in Inc. magazine as one of the “Fastest Growing
Private Companies in America,” and one of the 500 fastest growing technology companies
in the United States by Deloitte & Touche.

BOXLIGHT’s award-winning projectors are consistently selected as among the “Best New
Products of the Year” by some of the most influential computer and audio/visual
publications in the nation. Projector specifications, photographs, prices and additional
information regarding BOXLIGHT products and services are available online at
www.boxlight.com, or call (800) 762-5757 (USA) or (360) 779-7901 (International).
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Editors’ note:  For more information, to request a product review unit or to schedule an
interview, please contact Ginger Vaughan (ginger@bainbridge.net) at (206) 842-8922.


